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Queerbaiting in the Marvel Cinematic
Universe
Elizabeth Jankowski, SUNY Purchase
LGBTQ+ representation in media is incredibly important because it validates queer identities and has a
positive effect on self-worth (McInroy & Craig, 2017). The feeling of validation is something that I, as a
bisexual woman, search for within the media I watch, but due to the lack of queer representation in media,
I tend to relate more to queer-coded characters that are not depicted as canonically queer on screen. This
lack of representation for LGBTQ+ people is additionally problematic as most “representation” is implied
by studios through queerbaiting. As a consumer of popular media, the use of queerbaiting in blockbusters
like the ones from Marvel Studios is a concerning practice that leaves a queer audience without characters
to relate to for validation.
Queerbaiting is a tactic used by big studios to draw in queer audiences without alienating a more
conservative one; it is “the practice of hinting at, but not actually depicting or confirming, a queer character
and/or relationship on screen,” (Ellis, January 2019). This practice can be done through little hints,
interactions, and allusions to a character’s possible queerness during a press tour. A test that can be used
for queerbaiting is to start out by switching the gender of one character; if that relationship would be read
as romantic between a man and a woman, then it is most likely queerbaiting (Ellis, January 2019). This is
inherently problematic as it brings in a queer audience without having to deal with the risks that can come
along with actual representation, such as losing the mainstream conservative audience. Another major risk
for depicting queer relationships or characters on screen, is losing profits in major foreign markets like
China and Russia. While being a member of the LGBTQ+ community is not illegal in these countries,
depictions of queerness on screen are heavily censored. Officials in China infamously cut scenes out of
Bohemian Rhapsody that directly referenced Freddie Mercury’s sexuality and completely pulled Call Me
by Your Name from the Beijing Intl. Film Festival due to the gay themes depicted in the movie (Davis, June
2020). In Russia there is the “gay propaganda law” which was put into place in 2013. In terms of media and
films, the law gives any foreign film that contains LGBTQ+ themes a strict “prohibited for children” rating
(Barnhardt, September 2021). These laws may push studios away from depicting queer characters or
relationships on screen, in fear of losing box office profits from these two major movie markets. It is no
different in one of the biggest media franchises of today: The Marvel Cinematic Universe.
The Marvel Cinematic Universe, or MCU, is one of the largest movie franchises ever created, but
has yet to feature any queer characters. Multiple characters that are queer in the comics have had their
identities erased in the movies to make them more palatable to the mainstream conservative audience. Loki
is a character that is both bisexual and genderfluid in the comics (Loki Laufeyson (Earth – TRN747), 2021).
His queer identity was briefly mentioned in the Loki (2021) Disney+ series in two “blink and you will miss
it” moments. The characters of Okoye and Valkyrie are both queer women in the comics, as well. The actors
for both characters have confirmed that they filmed scenes in their respective movies that explicitly eluded
to their queerness and that both scenes were cut from the final movies (Marotta, 2018). Writer for Black
Panther Joe Robert Cole gave a classic response stating that he did not want to explore a queer relationship
in this film and that it would possibly explored in the future to explain why the scene was cut (Marotta,
2018). The reason for Valkyrie’s scene being cut from Thor Ragnarok is similarly explained away with a
statement that it did not fit into the movie (Henderson, November 2017) These examples of characters’
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queerness being erased on screen is very heartbreaking for fans hoping that their favorite LGBTQ+
characters from the comics would be depicted accurately on screen.
Marvel has also been further criticized for queerbaiting multiple times with two large pairings.
These are the pairing of Steve and Bucky from the Captain America movies and the pairing of Carol and
Maria from the Captain Marvel movie. Both relationships have very specific romance tropes centered
around them but are not read as romantic due to the characters being of the same sex. A major theme in all
three Captain America movies, is Steve saving Bucky from Hydra or anyone else that threatens the man.
Bucky falls into the stereotypical damsel in distress that needs to be saved and protected by the main hero
role that is almost always reserved for the romantic interest (Quinn, 2019). The pairing even famously says
to each other “I’m with you ‘till the end of the line” (A. Russo and J. Russo, 01:33:00-01:33:15) which many
queer fans see as almost a proposal from Bucky to Steve and would most likely be read as such by a
mainstream audience if the pairing were a man and a woman. Maria and Carol follow a stereotypical
amnesia story-arc. At the beginning of Captain Marvel, Carol has lost all memories of her life previous to
being abducted by the Kree, a militaristic alien race. Carol gains back the memories of her past life from
seeing Maria and Monica, the child her and Maria were raising together. Monica even calls her Auntie Carol.
Many queer audiences look at these factors and come out of the film with the idea that Maria and Carol
were in a relationship (Ellis, March 2019). Though, this coding will go over a majority of straight audience’s
heads. Marvel’s history of erasing characters’ queerness and queerbaiting has a negative impact on their
queer audience who are trying to find characters to relate to.
As a huge Marvel fan who follows the movies and the fandom very closely it is upsetting to see little
to no representation of my identity in my favorite movie franchise. I want to see more relationships I can
relate to. It also hurts relating to the characters and relationships that appear so obviously queer-coded to
me be dismissed by most fans. Mainstream fans would believe I am reading too far into things, but I have
found solace in the fandom circles on Tik Tok and Twitter and through fanfiction. Fanfiction is a place
where queer fans like me can better explore the queer relationships that are being eluded to. Fanfiction
helps me see more of myself and my identity in my favorite characters. While I do not write any fanfiction,
I am actively involved in the community. I run a podcast Their Tropes Battled for Dominance with a close
friend where we explore the world of fanfiction. Queer fan communities are spaces where I truly feel seen
and can talk about my feelings about queer characters without fear of ridicule.
The Marvel Cinematic Universe has a long track record of queerbaiting and erasing canon queer
characters. Queerbaiting is used to bring in a queer audience and take their money without giving them
actual representation. Depicting characters as queer on screen would help many LGBTQ+ fans feel
validated in their identities. This validation will have a positive impact on queer audience’s self-worth. For
now, fanfiction is where many queer audiences flock to feel safe in expressing their ideas about queer
characters and relationships. The future of queer representation in the MCU is still up in the air but Marvel
will hopefully take a stand and show their queer audience that we are supported. This will also model for
children that being a member of the LGBTQ+ community is something to be proud of and can be powerful.
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